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Th’unwearied Sun from day to day
Does his Creator’s power display;
And publishes to every land
The work of an Almighty hand.
Immanuel Kant

Two things fill the mind with ever new and increasing admiration and awe, the more often and steadily we reflect upon them: the starry heavens above me and the moral law within me.
IMMANUEL KANT

1724 * + 1804

Zwei Dinge erfüllen das Gemüt
mit immer neuer und zunehmender
Bewunderung und Ehrfurcht,
ejöfter und anhaltender sich das
Nachdenken damit beschäftigt: Der
bestirnte Himmel über mir und das
moralische Gesetz in mir.

Две вещи наполняют душу все
новым и растущим восхищением
и благозвучием по мере того, как
задумываешь над ними все
глубже и глубже: звездное небо
надо мной и моральный закон
во мне.
And that inverted bowl we call “the Sky”,
Whereunder crawling cooped we live and die,
Lift not thy hands to It for help – for It
Rolls impotently on as Thou or I.
Shelley

The desire of the moth for the star,
Of the night for the morrow,
The devotion to something afar
From the sphere of our sorrow.
I have slipped the surly bonds of earth
And danced the skies on laughter-silvered wings
... 
Put out my hand and touched the face of God.
Ptolemy’s System

1. The earth is at the centre of the universe;
2. All heavenly bodies rotate in circular paths around the earth;
3. These rotations take the form of motion in a circle, the centre of which in turn moves in another circle. This central idea, which was originally due to Hipparchus, is based on the idea of *epicycles* – that is, circular motion imposed upon circular motion.
Do not all charms fly
At the mere touch of cold philosophy?
There was an awful rainbow once in heaven:
We know her woof, her texture; she is given
In the dull catalogue of common things.
Philosophy will clip an Angel’s wings.
[End]